The Un-Funniest Joke Of All
The Coleman Experience

A good article from The Coleman Experience that joins a few
more dots.
And as always the dots end firmly at Buck House.
It is absolutely unbelievable, given the evidence, that the
Royal Ponces haven’t been pulled up for questioning.
As for Mark Speight?
Well I have always been convinced that there is a lot more to
his death and indeed to him as a person, than we are being
told.
No surprise then that he is photographed above with Uri
Geller, a man who has only slightly less paedophile friends
than the Queen.

Speight’s death certainly reduced Rofl Rolf Harris to tears
Source
And, as you will see. All the usual suspects get a mention in
the Colemen article.
Everything about this country is an unfunny joke… Including
our police force.
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Who are the Queen’s Lord Lieutenants?
According to Wikipedia:
” The title Lord Lieutenant is given to the British monarch‘s
personal representatives in the United Kingdom, usually in a
county or similar circumscription, with varying tasks
throughout history. Usually a retired local notable, senior
military officer, peer or business person is given the post
honorarily.
Lieutenants were first appointed to a number of
English historic counties by Henry VIII in the 1540s.
Lord-lieutenants are the monarch’s representatives in their
lieutenancy. It is their foremost duty to uphold the dignity
of the Crown, and in so doing they seek to promote a spirit of
co-operation and good atmosphere by the time they give to
voluntary and benevolent organisations and by the interest

they take in the business and social life of their counties.
The lord-lieutenant is supported by a vice lord-lieutenant
and deputy lieutenants“.
How very noble.
Or is it?
As with most things in filthy Britain, the Queen’s Lieutenants
may not be all they appear to be.
It’s now been revealed that child-rapist and MP for Rochdale,
the late Cyril Smith, visited notorious boy-brothel Elm Guest
House, where vulnerable boys were trafficked from local care
homes.
As in the case of murderous Jimmy Savile, the police knew
about Smith’s abuse for years but did nothing.
Were the police given a warning not to fully investigate by
the intelligence services, who had been filming VIP childabuse in order to blackmail the perpetrators?
In a moving eulogy to Cyril Smith, the Deputy Prime Minister,
Nick Clegg heaped praise on the perverted paedophile:
” Cyril Smith was a larger-than-life character and one of the
most recognisable and likeable politicians of his day.
I am deeply saddened to hear the news of his death today, and
offer my sincere condolences to his family and friends.
“Everybody in Rochdale knew him, not only as their MP but also
as a friend.
“He was a true Liberal, dedicated to his constituency, always
showing great passion and determination.
“Cyril was a colourful politician who kept the flame of
Liberalism alive when the party was much smaller than it is

today.
“Rochdale and Britain have sadly lost one of their great MPs,
and I think we can safely say there will never be an MP quite
like Cyril Smith again.”
Why would Clegg pretend he knew nothing about Smith’s childraping ways when he was obviously aware of all the rumours. Is
Nick Clegg himself being blackmailed?
Smith was knighted in 1988 but less well known was his
appointment as the Queen’s Deputy-Lieutenant for Greater
Manchester in 1991. Why were the Royals so fond of the largerthan-life paedophile that they gave him a prestigious and
powerful role?
In a strange twist, BBC children’s presenter Mark Speight was
implicated in the death of his girlfriend Natasha Collins in
2008.
He subsequently disappeared and was found hanging in a disused
section of Paddington Station.
We now know Rolf Harris has been arrested by officers from
Operation Yewtree., investigating a paedophile ring at the
BBC.
It transpires that Mark Speight had done a lot of work with
Rolf Harris.
At Mark’s memorial, Rolf made an emotional and tearful
address:
‘It was joyful to work with Mark.
‘I realise now that I never told him how much I appreciated
his programmes.
‘You realise you should always tell people what you think, you
should tell them you love them because it might suddenly be

too late.’
Rolf sang Sun
didgeridoos.
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He also did his version of Led Zeppelin’s Stairway to Heaven.”
We know Mark Speight did volunteer work for Childline and was
one of their spokesmen and a high-profile campaigner.
Some say Childline is a “front” organisation used to filter
out callers who may have been abused by VIP’s.
The coroner who held the inquiry into the deaths of Mark
Speight and Natahsa Collins was Paul Knapman.
Knapman was responsible for many high-profile inquests during
his 30-year tenure including the following:
The Clapham Rail Disaster in 1987
The Ladbroke Grove Rail Disaster in 1999
7 July 2005 London Bombings in 2005
He was heavily criticised for his bizarre and gruesome
handling of the Marchioness riverboat inquest in 1989:
” Chris Pond MP raised serious and urgent questions relating
to the conduct of Westminster coroner, Paul Knapman.
He sought to highlight the shocking of families of victims of
the Marchioness boat tragedy by the creepy coroner.
For some unexplained reason, Knapman horrifically allowed the
victims hands to be cut off and their body parts and tissues
to be removed without permission and treated concerned family
members with utter contempt.”
There are other significant cases where Paul Knapman was in
charge and they relate to another notorious boy-brothel, this
time based at the Dolphin Square complex.

” In 1997 , the Conservative MP for Meriden, Iain Mills, was
found dead in his flat in Dolphin Square, Pimlico.
Initially there was confusion over the cause of death but
Westminster’s creepy coroner Paul Knapman soon recorded a
verdict of alcohol poisoning.
Iain Mills, MP, was apparently found with extreme levels
alcohol in his blood and was surrounded by gin bottles.
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The media blamed his death on the stress of being a
parliamentarian and it was assumed he’d had an alcohol problem
for many years.
This
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odds
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with

members

of

his

local

constituency group who insisted he was a teetotaler and only
ever drank orange juice during the 20 years they knew him.
His untimely death was soon forgotten and to this day is
rarely mentioned, but that might be about to change.
Could it be that Iain Mills MP was aware of the high -level
paedophile ring
operating in Dolphin Square and this
knowledge led to his death?”
Another strange death occurred at Dolphin Square and yet again
Paul Knapman was responsible for the inquest:
” In 2007, the Honourable Judge Rodney McKinnon fell 50ft from
his Dolphin Square flat.
Despite his family’s protests, Westminster’s creepy coronor,
Paul Knapman, recorded a verdict of suicide.
A carefully spun tale of depression and anxiety was woven by
Knapman to skew the evidence so McKinnon was portrayed as
having suicidal tendencies.
But do the facts really stack up?
Rodney McKinnon’s brother, Warwick, is, by coincidence, also a

High Court Judge.
He said at the time of his brother’s inquest:
“I don’t believe it was suicide and neither does anyone in the
family or any friends I gave spoken to.
“There is obviously some evidence that could point towards
suicide. I am not going to be unrealistic, but there is
nothing like enough for it to fill the required standard.”
The bald oddity known as William Hague once lived in Dolphin
Square.
Some claim that Hague is being blackmailed by Mi5 to do their
bidding as they have compromising evidence of his less- than
manly predilections.
Hague once employed a style guru. The guru jumped to his death
from his flat and it was Knapman who held the inquest.
” The dapper fashion and etiquette expert John Morgan was
hired by Willie and he immediately advised him to ditch the
baseball caps.
” Hague is seeking help and has recruited the services of
style guru John Morgan to spruce up his image.
Morgan, 39, described as a “Burlington Bertie” because of his
dapper appearance, is associate editor of GQ magazine and
editor of Debrett’s Guide to Etiquette and Modern Manners.”
Unfortunately. less than 18 months after his appointment, he
was dead.
“ The death of the man seen by many as the guru of style and
good manners remains a mystery after a coroner recorded an
open verdict.”
“John Morgan, the etiquette guru credited with persuading
William Hague to abandon baseball caps, has died after

apparently falling from a window.
Mr Morgan, 41, was found dead outside his third-floor flat in
Albany, central London, in the early hours of Monday.
In 2008, Paul Knapman was made the Queen’s Deputy-Lieutenant
for Greater London.
Was he being rewarded for his dubious inquests?
In yet another twist we find Operation Pallial which is
charged with investigating child-abuse in North Wales
children’s homes.
There is compelling evidence that boys were trafficked from
these homes and sent to the Dolphin Square complex in Pimlico.
They were allegedly used by a filthy VIP ring which operated
at the address.
This report, from the now-defunct Scallywag magazine, details
how Westminster Conservative councillors allegedly knew of and
indeed participated in the vile and sordid activities:
READ MORE

